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ABSTRACT
In recent decades, advances in optical technologies have been essential to improvements made in
the ways we transmit and process information, diagnose health issues in human patients and
material problems in man-made devices and infrastructure, modify and monitor materials in
manufacturing, and otherwise interact with the world around us. Optical and photonic fibers, in
particular, represent a class of optical devices that are invaluable to a variety of applications.
Advances in the development of optical devices will continue to provide increased utility to science
and industry, though somewhat surprisingly, research related to such efforts continues to focus on
a limited set of highly optimized materials, restricting the progress that could potentially be made.
Increasing the breadth of materials used in optical and photonic fibers opens doors to novel
capabilities of familiar technology. Herein, the mechanical and optical characterization, and
attempted scaling of manufacture, of mechano-responsive, color-tunable elastic photonic fibers is
discussed. When deformed, the fibers respond with a predictable, linear variation in the wavelength
of light they reflect, which results in a pronounced change in their color.
This characterization was accomplished with a custom-built setup designed to simultaneously collect
information about stress and strain in the fiber, as well as a fiber image and spectral reflection data
from selected points on the fiber. Fibers have been subjected to up to 5000 cycles of stretching and
relaxation, and initial results indicate that their optical response to longitudinal strain can be
exceptionally consistent, even after several thousand cycles.
Sensors that rely on optical technologies have several inherent advantages over more traditional
resistance-based sensors and other systems, including being lightweight, immune to electromagnetic
interference, and inexpensive. Once a viable method of manufacturing fibers with length on the order
of meters or kilometers is found, the fibers have great potential to find application in medicine,
structural health monitoring, textiles, communication, and other industries. The vast potential of
these fibers comes from the use of novel, elastic materials in the implementation of well-known
optical concepts.
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Introduction
Two key routes by which many state-of-the-art technologies could be improved are the introduction of
materials that exhibit multiple functionalities, and the realization of familiar designs using novel or
underutilized materials to unlock new capabilities. Often, the development of multifunctional materials
can benefit from inspiration gained by studying the natural world. This is because millennia of evolution
have led to the flora and fauna of earth developing tissues and structures that efficiently provide
mechanical protection [1], thermoregulation [2], locomotion capabilities [3], light manipulation abilities
[4], and other functions simultaneously. Synthetic polymers are a relatively recent addition to the ranks
of materials made and manipulated by mankind, and have gained widespread use over the last several
decades. This is in part because the variety of possible combinations of mechanical, chemical, optical,
electrical, and other properties means that polymers can be used that are exactly tailored to a particular
application.
At the intersection of bioinspired design and the implementation of polymers lie the tunable elastic
multilayer-clad photonic fibers that form the key focus of this thesis. The fibers, which are made entirely
of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polystyrene-polyisoprene triblock copolymer (PSPI), mimic the
important structural aspects found in cells in the seeds of a tropical plant, which lie at the origin of the
seed's vivid blue color. The color of the fibers arises from light interference in their multilayered cladding;
when deformed elastically, they respond with a pronounced shift in reflected color.
Materials that derive their color not from pigments, but from interference of light within periodic
structures, are known as photonic materials. Their colors are often very strong, and with no pigments to
degrade or destroy, their colors are much more difficult to bleach or fade. Additionally, appropriately
designed photonic materials, like the tunable elastic photonic fibers, can experience a change in the
periodicity of their light-interfering structures upon exposure to some external stimulus. These desirable
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properties make photonics-based sensors an appealing alternative to current sensing technologies.
Different structures change color in response to strain, temperature, humidity, and other stimuli, allowing
for lightweight, effective, electromagnetic-immune characterization of those structures' surroundings.
The fibers discussed herein are well-suited to applications involving the quantification of large strains,
whether the desired measurements require coarse or fine resolution. Approximate strain, and levels of
strain that are indicative of impending failure of some structural member or mechanical component, can
be ascertained by simple observation of the fiber with the human eye. Measurement of the spectra
reflected by the fibers can reveal more precise estimates of the state of strain in the fibers, and any
material they are affixed to. Aside from having myriad potential applications in medicine, structural health
monitoring, communications, textiles, and other fields, the fibers are primed to serve as a stable
foundation upon which a multitude of responsive optical materials could be designed.
In Section 1 of this thesis, the scientific principles behind the optical functionality of the fibers are
discussed, and various methods of detecting strain and analyzing the tuning of the reflected color of
photonic structures are introduced.
Section 2 covers the manufacture of the tunable elastic photonic fibers. Forays into different scaling
approaches and studies related to the control of film thicknesses in processing are described.
The third section covers the synchronized mechanical and optical characterization of the fibers using a
setup custom-built in lab. Initial results indicate that the fibers have a consistent optical response to
different levels of strain over several thousand cycles. Potential future improvements that could be made
to the fiber characterization setup are discussed.
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1

Background

1.1

Photonic Structures: CylindricalBragg Reflectors

The perception of color is an important part of our everyday life. Most colors in our environment are
created by absorption of light: only light in wavelength ranges where the pigments in a material do not
absorb is perceivable to an observer, creating the impression of coloration. Colors can also result purely
from the interference of light in transparent materials, provided that these materials are structured with
a characteristic periodicity on the length scale of the wavelengths of visible light. These so called photonic
crystal structures can take on many different morphologies, but all of them work by selectively interfering
with light so that only light in a small range of wavelengths is reflected. The resulting colors are not subject
to bleaching or fading like pigments. Photonic structures open up the possibility of changing their reflected
color by altering their micro-and nano-scale features in a controlled fashion.
One common type of such structures are Bragg gratings, also called Bragg reflectors, which are onedimensional photonic crystals consisting of a number of alternating layers with distinct refractive indices.
At each interface between the contrasting materials, light is transmitted or reflected. When differences
in optical path - the products between travelled distance and refractive index - between light waves of
the same wavelength that have reflected off different interfaces in the structure are equal to integer
multiples of their wavelength, constructive interference takes place. Bragg reflectors are highly reflecting
for light of these wavelengths that experience constructive interference within their periodically layered
architecture; the particular spectral range of reflection can be changed by altering the thickness and
refractive index of layers in the structure [5]. Bragg gratings can be incorporated into fibers in two ways.
A "Fiber Bragg Grating" (FBG) is created by inducing a variation in refractive index along the fiber axis [6].
Another class of fibers incorporates a cylindrical Bragg reflector, with alternating layers concentrically
arranged around the core of the fiber. Techniques for producing these cylindrical Bragg gratings by
drawing macroscopic preforms into long, thin fibers with consistent, controllable microscale features are
6

well-developed [7]. Such structures can be used to either convey light through a fiber (if the reflective
multilayer is on the interior of a transmitting fiber), or to reflect light from the exterior surface (if the
structure is on the outside of the fiber).
In the case of externally reflecting specimens, the
fiber geometry is particularly advantageous, since it
reduces the effect of incidence and observation
angles on
reflecting

the wavelengths of light
from

the

surface. The

measured

optical

path

difference between light waves reflecting off different
optical

interfaces

in

a

Bragg

varies

reflector

depending on the light incidence angle. For planar Figure 1: Waves of light coming from different
angles hit a cylindrical Bragg reflector normal to
Bragg reflectors, this means that an observer its surface; strong reflection of a prescribed
wavelength of light is returned along all
perceives the largest reflection peak wavelength when normals.
light incidence and viewing angle are normal to the surface. For increasing illumination and observation
angles the perceived reflection peak wavelength decreases, which means that the color blue-shifts. The
relationship between a layer's thickness and inddx of refraction, and the wavelengths of light that it
reflects for normal incidence and observation, is given in Equation 1.
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Under isotropic illumination a substantial part of a cylindrical Bragg reflector is oriented normal to any
observation direction, which results in the observed color being the same, as schematically depicted in
Figure 1. Light incident on and reflected off the fiber cladding at an angle will still reach any arbitrarily
chosen observation point, but the relative contributions of light reflected off increasingly inclined surface
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parts of the cylindrical Bragg reflectors diminish very quickly compared to the contribution of light
reflected off near normal angles. In general, for almost all illumination scenarios, cylindrical Bragg
reflectors are strongly reflecting and perceivable from all observation directions. For isotropic
illumination, they will appear as the same color for any radial observer position. For very directional
illumination, the color will change with increasing angle between illumination and observation direction.

1.2

Tunable PhotonicMaterials

A multitude of materials can be used in Bragg gratings to selectively reflect light in a wide range of
wavelengths, as long as sufficiently high refractive index contrast, appropriate layer thicknesses, and a
large enough number of layers can be ensured. By choosing the constituent materials appropriately,
optical properties of Bragg reflectors can be controllably altered, resulting in tunable optical components
with spectrally varying reflection bands [8]. If a given change in environment alters the index of refraction
or thickness of the layers in the structure, the reflected wavelength will shift accordingly. In addition to
Bragg reflectors, many other photonic structures can be made to reflect prescribed wavelengths, or
respond to external stimuli, by carefully selecting appropriate material combinations [9,10].
For example, colloidal photonic crystals based on close-packed colloidal spheres have been shown to
change their reflection characteristics when a liquid with index of refraction different from the initial
interstitial medium is allowed to infiltrate the void areas, which causes a shift in the reflection peak
wavelength [11-13]. Collections of nano- or micro-sized particles responsive to magnetic fields can be
made to align such that there is a pronounced variation in the resulting material's perceived color based
on the angle that it is viewed from [14]. Photonic hydrogel structures are inherently soft and flexible, and
have been shown to respond to a multitude of stimuli, including changes in temperature [15],
concentration of chemical species (ions, pH, biologically important molecules) [16,17], light [18], and
stress [19]. Elastomeric photonic crystals can also be designed to change the color they reflect when they
8

are deformed [20,21]. Materials which exhibit mechanochromism, or pronounced optical responses to
mechanical stimuli, are particularly interesting for the design of sensing devices that quantify deformation
in materials.

1.3

Sensing with Photonic Devices

Traditionally, strain has been measured with sensors that rely on changes in resistivity, exploiting the
piezoresistive effect or alterations to circuit elements. Over time, vast amounts of research and
development have been focused on making the best of these sensors exceptionally accurate, and the use
of different sensor materials, from standard metals to highly elastic, piezoresistive polypyrrole [22], allows
for the determination of any range of strain. Nevertheless, optical sensors have some inherent advantages
over these current technologies [23]. Strain sensors that exploit an optical effect are immune to
electromagnetic interference, and are typically at least as lightweight, compact, and inexpensive as their
resistive counterparts [24]. In many applications, their lack of internal circuitry (and associated inability to
create sparks) is highly desirable. FBG strain sensors can also have the ability to multiplex, which means
multiple spots on a single fiber can be interrogated for localized sensing by one light source and detector
[25]. Differences in initial reflection peak wavelength at specific sensing locations, or pulsed interrogation
of fibers, allows for the time-or-space-resolved interrogation of strain at multiple points along fibers.
Sensors that utilize cylindrical Bragg reflectors can also be scanned or observed at any point along their
axis, allowing for the determination of strain states at many points along a fiber. For these reasons, in
addition to providing quality individual sensors, photonic fibers are ideally suited for the creation of
sensing networks [26].
One underexploited advantage of photonic fibers in sensors is that they rely on an often visually
observable optical response to detect a variation in a specific parameter of their environment. Many
current FBG sensing methodologies rely on interference of light hidden within a fiber structure, and
9

require sophisticated equipment for signal readout [23]. This does not allow easy access to the observed
signal, as in just observing the fiber by eye. Sensing based on cylindrical Bragg reflectors would still have
the accuracy of FBGs, but would supplement this sensing capability with visual changes obvious to an
external observer. This would be useful in a multitude of deformation sensing applications. A clear
indication of dangerous levels of strain without the need for complex, expensive equipment would
simplify the prevention of structural failure in civil infrastructure, the application of compressive wraps
and bandages with an appropriate level of pressure, the timely indication of required maintenance or
replacement of machine components, and facilitate many other strain sensing applications. Fibers that
could be used in ambient light, without a potentially expensive interrogating light source, would provide
additional functionality and ease-of-use for sensing applications where a visual readout is sufficient.
A key component to any responsive photonic structure is the selection of compatible materials. The
properties that are considered most desirable will strongly depend on the fiber fabrication process and
the intended application. For example, when drawing preforms into photonic fibers, all materials in the
structure should have compatible melting or glass transition temperatures and matching thermal
expansion coefficients, and have similar flow behavior (viscosity, etc.) at the conditions in which drawing
is done [271. Structures that are made by solution-based manufacturing processes need to rely on
materials that dissolve into orthogonal solvents, to prevent the intended addition of layers or filling of
cavities from ruining the components of the device already in place [28]. For applications involving
extreme temperatures, thermal expansion coefficients should be matched; Poisson's ratios of materials
should be similar in photonic devices subject to deformation to ensure optimum performance. Both of
these are to prevent uneven effects from changes in environmental conditions that might disrupt the
functioning of the optical structure responsible for the device's utility.
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2

Scalable Fiber Manufacture

2.1

Materialsand Methods

The current fiber manufacturing process, which was employed to create the fibers characterized in this
thesis, has been extensively documented by Kolle et al [29]. In short, a spin-coated bilayer of transparent
polymer materials with contrasting refractive index is suspended on a water surface, where it is picked up
by an elastic fiber core. This core is then rotated so that the bilayer is wrapped around the fiber as a
multilayer cladding. The selection of materials used in the core and cladding affect the properties and
sensitivity of the resulting fiber. Core transparency determines whether or not light will be able to transmit
through the fibers; if only the reflected spectrum is desired, an opaque or otherwise light-absorbing core
should be used. Core mechanical properties will also largely determine the stress sensitivity of the fibers.
The cladding will respond to a given strain with a predictable wavelength shift, but the stress required to
cause that strain will depend largely on the core, as long as the core diameter is many times greater than
the thickness of the cladding. The cladding for the photonic fibers discussed herein is composed of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polystyrene-polyisoprene triblock copolymer (PSPI). Polystyrenesulfonic acid (PSS) is also used as a water-soluble sacrificial base layer spun onto a silicon wafer, to be able
to float the remaining bilayer onto a water surface. These materials were selected based on their large
elastic deformation range, their similar Poisson's ratios (~0.46), and distinct refractive indices

(nPDMS

1.41, npsp,= 1.54) [30,31]. PDMS is dissolved in heptane for processing, which does not rapidly break down
the PSS layer beneath it. PSPI is dissolved into toluene prior to spinning; the PDMS layer is cured prior to
depositing the PSPI layer, so that the toluene does not disrupt the PDMS layer's integrity. In general, the
use of processing solvents that do not immediately dissolve the layers below them allows for the
sequential formation of distinct layers, which is crucial to realizing the desired optical properties of the
resulting Bragg reflector.
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Specific combinations of solution concentration and spin speed allow for control over the initial
thicknesses of the layers in the cladding, which provides a means of adjusting the color of the fibers in the
unstrained state. While the deposition of the bilayers using spin-coating allows for the creation of fibers
that show high reflection intensity and good spectral uniformity, it only permits the creation of small
samples, since the fiber length is limited by the maximum wafer diameter of 6" in the available spin coater.
Currently, the longest manufactured fibers have cladded sections that are no more than 10 cm long. Direct
scaling of this method, while not unfeasible, would require the design of exceptionally large spin coaters,
or the development of a process that reliably stitches together a number of small bilayers into a larger
sheet. While these approaches would accomplish the goal of producing larger elastic photonic fibers, they
don't appear particularly suitable for an industrially viable, scalable manufacturing process. Therefore, an
essential aspect of the project outlined in this thesis is the conception and realization of scalable
manufacturing procedures for the cladding and the fiber assembly, tb allow for production of stretchable
photonic fibers on the scale of several meters or even kilometers.
The first avenue of scaling that was investigated relied on blade coating as a process for forming elastic
bilayers on a larger scale. In this process, a steady stream of each of the two constituent polymer solutions
would be dispensed onto a moving conveyer, and passed under one or more blades that finely control the
height of the spreading liquid film, leading - upon evaporation of the solvent - to uniform films of a
desired thickness. Conceptually, once a film is produced by blade coating it is floated onto a water surface,
analogous to the current manufacturing procedure, and rolled onto a core fiber. Multiple small-scale
blade coating trials were performed, attempting to deposit PSS, PDMS, and PSPI solutions onto various
substrates including nylon, aluminum, steel, and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) sheets that are
suitable materials for a roll-to-roll processing web. Ultimately, the trials were largely unsuccessful, due in
part to the incompatibility of the substrate materials with the deposited polymer solutions, inadequate
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precision in control of substrate speed and dispensing of solutions, and the inability to reach a steady
state and avoid edge artifacts on our scaled-down apparatus.

Evaporation
of Solvent Fre

After spending considerable time attempting to

Fiter in Progress

refine

the

blade

coating

process, another

approach, which is discussed in detail below, was
Channel Bases

deemed

Rservor 8

Figure 2: Schematic depiction offlow coating process.

more

promising

for

large-scale

manufacturing of the fibers. This process, dubbed

"flow coating", involves the formation of polymer films directly on a flowing water surface. A liquid
polymer solution is deposited at one end of a channel, forming a layer on top of the water surface. As the
water carries this layer along, the solvent evaporates, and a solid film is formed. This film is then picked
up and rolled onto a core fiber at the other end of the channel. Alternatively, the films can also be collected
onto a large, flat substrate that is wrapped around a large diameter cylinder. A bilayer is produced by
approaching two films made from different polymers at either end of a fiber or cylindrical substrate (See
Figure 2). Thus far dispensing has been controlled by syringe pumps, and carried out through a single
needle that protrudes just above the water surface from below. While this works as a proof-of-concept,
the created films are largely non-uniform. Work is being done to create a setup that would allow for more
spatial control in dispensing of polymer solutions, which should enable the creation of uniform films. Once
this is done, alterations in solution concentration should result in analogous changes in film thickness,
which will allow for the control of initial reflectance peaks of the manufactured bilayer claddings.
The scaling of the fiber manufacture involves not only finding a process by which larger bilayers can be
produced, but finding a way to wrap those larger bilayers around a longer fiber. It is not practical to simply
use longer fibers in a scaled-up version of the current fiber roller, so we must look for a way to
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simultaneously rotate a fiber to pick up the
a)
cladding layers, and to translate the fiber
through the setup so that the full length of the
fiber is uniformly covered with a cladding. With

d

this in mind, we have designed and assembled a

b)

"translating roller", which uses multiple motors
.nd

.....

drive the simultaneous and synchronized

d-dto

translation and rotation of the fiber core. One
L

Figure 3: (a) Depiction of the translating/rolling
process, and (b) the derivation of the number of layers
wrapped around a fiber, given a core fiber diameter,
film widths, and an angle of contact between the films
and core. Note that a constantfiber diameter is
assumed, which is valid for most fiber cores, which are
generally much larger (- several hundred pm) than
the thickness of even a 40-to-50-layer cladding.

of

set

motors

rotates

a

of

set

core-fiber-supporting reels; this rotation drives
the collection of the cladding layers. As shown in

angle and are wrapped around the core as it

translates, similar to how bandages are wrapped around limbs, in order to ensure that the cladding
coverage is as uniform as possible. This angle, along with the diameter of the fiber core and width of the
cladding layers being collected, determines how many layers will be present on the finished, cladded fiber
(Equation 2).

nlayers

t

t

L

wrd tan a

(2)

A second motor drives, via a worm gear, the rotation of one of the reels, which translates the core fiber
across the bilayer collection area in a controlled manner. This setup, depicted in Figure 4, could be used
to pick up films directly using flow coating, or to collect a large bilayer created by any manufacturing
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Figure 4: Schematic (left) and incomplete prototype (right) of translating fiber roller.
process. Optimization of the apparatus will enable us to demonstrate a potential method for mass
producing tunable elastic photonic fibers.

Results

2.2

In order to better control the initial thickness of layers formed by spin coating, the relationship between
thickness and spin speed for the concentrations of polymer solutions used in the fiber manufacturing
process was investigated. In general, the thickness varies as a function of the inverse square root of spin
1.0

-

Model

speed [32], with proportionality

-

Spectrum

and

offset

constants

to

be

0,8Finding

determined empirically.

~06-

thickness as a function of spin
speed

0.4-

for

relevant

solutions

allowed for the production of

0.2uniform
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at

tuned to particular reflection peak
wavelength ranges, leading to the

Figure 5: Depiction of a representative set of data obtained in the
investigation of the thickness of spin-coated polymer films as a
function of spin speed. The red curve shows the measured thin film
reflection spectrum, and the black curve represents afitting curve
based on the multilayer interference model.
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production
narrower,
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fibers

more

reflectance peaks.

with
intense

The characterization of film thicknesses was carried out with a spectroscopic setup and thin film
interference modeling program developed in-lab, in which light is incident at normal upon a prepared
sample, and the reflected spectrum is collected and compared to spectra generated by the multilayer
interference model (Figure 5). The model can be adjusted to predict the reflection spectrum from a Bragg
grating with varying layer properties, numbers, and thicknesses. Index of refraction was assumed to be
known for all analyzed samples, since the collection of spectra from only one angle of reflection does not
permit the unique determination of both index of refraction and thickness of manufactured Bragg layers.
Results of this investigation are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Plot of film thickness vs spin speed for spin coating PDMS and PSPI. These curves were used to
determine necessary spin speeds to create bilayer claddings with prescribed initial reflection peaks.
It was noted that, when manufacturing fibers during different seasons, the initial reflectance peak would
change slightly for fibers produced with the same materials and processes. It is believed that temperature
and humidity, along with other environmental factors, exert some influence over the formation of films
during spin coating, causing small variations in spin-coated layer thicknesses as the ambient conditions in
the lab change throughout the year. This effect will need to be examined in a more systematic fashion.
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3

Synchronized Optical and Mechanical Characterization

3.1

Materialsand Methods

A custom-built optical and mechanical characterization setup was designed and built in lab to study
samples of manufactured fibers. The setup is designed to allow for the simultaneous determination of
force and elongation in the fiber, as well as an image and reflection spectrum acquired from a user-defined
finite area on the fiber. This setup was used to determine the mechanical and optical response of the
fibers to longitudinal deformation. Fibers are held in the setup with micro drill chucks, made to securely
hold thin wires between roughly 130 and 1000 ptm in diameter. One chuck is connected, via a custommade adapter, to a 25 gram UF1 force sensor from LCM Systems. This low-range force gauge was selected
due to the extremely low forces expected to be generated by the thin elastomer fibers upon being
strained. The second chuck is affixed to a Thorlabs MTS50-Z8 motorized translation stage, with adapters
and other parts from Thorlabs, including an MS1 manual translation stage for horizontal positioning of
the moving fiber end. Vertical alignment of the fiber is accomplished with a Newport 9201 tiny lab jack
affixed beneath the force sensor. The force gauge base is placed inside a custom-machined housing to
prevent fiber alignment from being disrupted when the lab jack's direction of motion is changed. All of
these components are mounted on a Prior H101A microscope stage, to allow for the controlled translation
of the fiber and mechanical sensors with micro-scale resolution during experimentation. In this setup, the
fiber can controllably be moved so that any single point, or multiple points, of interest along the fiber can
be optically characterized in different states of deformation. The optical part of the setup consists of a
microscope that feeds in light from a Thorlabs SLS201 broadband light source, images the fiber, and
collects spectral data from a small spot on the fiber with an Ocean Optics Maya2000 Pro spectrometer.
The setup, as described, is shown below in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7: Schematic of the optical and mechanical characterization setup.
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Figure 8: Picture of the characterization setup arranged on the optical table in lab.
Initially, the micro drill chucks were used to hold the fibers without any modification, but a new solution
was sought after it was found that if the fibers were even slightly off center, the point of interest could
drift out of the focus of the microscope as the fiber was stretched. A small hole was bored 1-2 cm from
the tips of the chucks. Fiber ends are dipped in PDMS so that small beads cure at their ends. These beads
can then be inserted through the bores made in the chucks, and the fibers can be pulled so that the beads
slide down the chuck taper until a solid, aligned fit is established. The chucks are tightened around the
fibers after this process, to enable convenient determination of the fixed endpoints of the suspended fiber
necessary to quantify the strain during fiber deformation experiments. Figure 9 depicts different steps of
this process.
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Figure 9: (top left) A suspended fiber, with a curing PDMS bead curing at its tip, inside a heating block.
(right) A close-up of a modified chuck, with a PDMS bead attached to the end of the fiber in its grasp
visible through the bore. (bottom left) A fiber held between two closed chucks in the characterization
setup.
Two different characterization experiments have been performed on samples from three fibers using our
custom-made setup. In the first experiment, a single point of interest is identified on the fiber sample.
That point of interest is then automatically kept in the focus of the optical characterization setup as the
fiber is stretched through thousands of elongation and contraction cycles. The fibers are not continuously
elongated; the setup stretches them to a prescribed fraction of the maximum desired strain, then collects
force data and spectral information before moving to the next prescribed elongation. The force required
to stretch the fibers, as well as the optical response, are documented over several thousand cycles. This
information is then used to determine how large the wavelength shift is for different values of strain,
whether the fiber response changes over time, and how similar different fibers' responses are when
subjected to the same strain.

The second routine identifies a "range of interest", instead of a single point. For most cycles in this routine,
the fiber is stretched to the maximum desired strain and returned to its initial state without collecting
20

spectra. Periodically, the fiber is stretched as described before, and the fiber is scanned to collect spectra
from 30-50 points along the range of interest at each strain state. The spectral response of all of the points
are compared, and allow the determination of the spatial uniformity of the fiber's response to
deformation. In both routines described here, all sensors and motorized stages are controlled in
synchronization by a single computer program, which allows fibers to be tested autonomously for many
cycles.

For both stretching routines, deformation is measured using true or logarithmic strain, and not
engineering strain. This is because the fibers are comprised of polymer materials, and are subjected to
strains orders of magnitude greater than the infinitesimal ones over which Cauchy strain is approximately
accurate. When considering finite strains, true strain, as defined below in Equation 3, must be used
and

Eengr

represent true and engineering strain, respectively;

LF

(Etrue

and Lo are the initial and final lengths of

the member).

Etrue =

In LF = In(i+

Eengr)

(3)

In addition to the tensile tests, two other methods of fiber
deformation have been qualitatively characterized, and await future
examination to delve deeper into the nature of the optical and
mechanical response of the fibers. First, instead of relying on a
wavelength shift due to thinning of cladding layers as fibers are
stretched, we can directly compress the fibers, leading to an
associated change in reflected wavelength at the point of
compression. To verify this effect, a fiber was placed between two
Figure 10: A fiber is shown, before
(top) and during (bottom)
compression between two glass
slides.

glass slides, and the slides were compressed together (Figure 10).
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Fibers can also be affected by non-mechanical means. The introduction of solvent vapors that can
infiltrate fiber cladding materials results in a swelling of those layers. As seen in Figure 11, this first results
in a reversible color shift. However, saturation will lead to a permanent loss of reflective properties of the
fiber.

air

solvent in

solvent vapor

solvent out

air

Figure 11: Swelling of the photonic fibers in toluene results in a variation in color. Images were captured
at 10 second intervals after initial exposure of the fiber to the solvent atmosphere.

3.2

Results

The mechanical and optical properties of several mechano-responsive photonic fibers have been
thoroughly characterized in the context of this thesis, and representative results of two fibers are reported
here. The reflection spectra at a single point of interest (-50 pim diameter) on the fibers were tracked for
several thousand cycles, at varying amounts of strain imposed on the fibers. The first fiber (in the following
denoted "Fiber A") was subjected to 2500 cycles of 40% maximum strain in 10% strain steps, and the
second fiber (denoted "Fiber B") was exposed to 5000 cycles of 30% strain in 10% strain steps. Another
sample of Fiber A was also subjected to full-fiber testing, and exposed to 5000 cycles of 30% strain in 2.5%
strain steps, quantifying the spectral reflection from 45 points on the fiber every 250 cycles. Tests were
often split into multiple experimental runs, that were done autonomously overnight.

3.2.1 Localized Characterization
Essential results from localized characterization are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Fiber A responded to
repeated application of strain with a wavelength shift of approximately 80 and 120 nm for its two
reflection peaks; Fiber B demonstrated wavelength shifts of approximately 72 and 110 nm. These
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wavelength shifts were consistent across many cycles, as were smaller shifts at all strain steps between
the relaxed and maximally strained states. Standard deviations of these 10% strain step wavelength shifts
varied between 0.2 and 3 nm, with most values around 1 nm. Both fibers showed consistent peak
intensities at each strain state, with reflection intensity at different states varying between 0.25 and 0.65
-

for Fiber A, and between 0.74 and 0.96 for Fiber B. Fiber A peak wavelengths (standard deviations 0.3

10 nm) were much more consistent than those of Fiber B (standard deviations 8 - 17 nm), likely due to a
drift-inducing error in the setup.
Table 1: Averages and standard deviations of reflection peak wavelengths and intensities at different
states of strain, for Fiber A, over 2500 cycles.

Fiber A
Peak Intensity

Peak Wavelength [nm]
1st Peak

True Strain [%]

2 nd

0

469.5

0.8

700

10

450.1

0.3

663.4

20

429.3

0.3

632.8

30

410

40

389.2

30

Peak

1s Peak

2 nd

Peak

0.44

0.07

0.25

0.04

0.8

0.64

0.03

0.46

0.04

1.1

0.59

0.02

0.55

0.07

10

603

9

0.48

0.04

0.61

0.09

0.8

575

3

0.46

0.05

0.42

0.06

408.4

0.5

603.3

0.52

0.03

0.65

0.08

20

429.3

0.5

633

2

0.55

0.06

0.54

0.05

10

450.0

0.5

664

2

0.58

0.07

0.43

0.04

5

0.6
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Table 2: Averages and standard deviations of reflection peak wavelengths and intensities at different
states of strain, for Fiber B, over 5000 cycles.

Fiber B
Peak Intensity

Peak Wavelength [nm]
True Strain

[%]

1St Peak

1S Peak

Peak

2nd

2 nd

Peak

0

529

17

793

14

0.74

0.06

0.96

0.04

10

505

14

760

10

0.85

0.04

0.87

0.05

20

480

10

719

9

0.74

0.03

0.78

0.03

30

457

13

683

8

0.8

0.91

0.06

20

480

10

719

9

0.75

0.03

0.79

0.03

10

506

8

756

13

0.86

0.06

0.87

0.04

0.07
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Figure 12: Plot showing the firstfive, and lastfour, cycles of strain in Fiber A. The first cycle is elongated to
indicate the level of true strain for each data point. Note, barring the anomaly at the beginning of cycle
2499, the consistency of the optical and mechanical response to repeated strain.
Figure 12 demonstrates the repeatability of the optical and mechanical response of the fibers. Even after
being stretched to almost 150% of their original length for several thousand cycles, the optical response
of the fibers remained approximately linear, and the spectral reflection for each state of strain remained
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Figure 13: Average and standard deviation offorce at each
force exerted by Fiber A over its strain strain state in the stretching cycle of Fiber A, over all 2500
cycles.
cycle.
For both sets of data, the force readout also showed a consistent anomaly in which force readings at the
beginning of experiments were significantly higher than the average force value for each state of strain.
Each time a trial was run, the force values leveled off within five or ten cycles, and remained at a more
constant level. This could be due to some alteration in the mechanical properties of the fibers, which is
repaired or undone as the fibers sit untested, or the force sensor may drift while it sits idle between runs.
In addition, Fiber B showed a decrease in the force at each of its strain states over the last 1250 cycles.
This effect could be related to breakdown of the fiber, the fiber slowly slipping out of the chucks, or the
force gauge slowly resetting itself, as Fiber B experienced slight changes in force readouts between
experimental runs, and had drifted several hundredths of mN upwards in its force values over the first
several runs. Figure 14 shows forces recorded from both fibers at 20% strain over all cycles.
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Figure 14: Force, over all deformation cycles, at 20% strain for Fiber A (left) and Fiber B (right). The gray
plots show the force when the fibers were stretched to 20% strain from 10% strain, and the black plots
show the force when the fibers were relaxed to 20% strain from 30% strain.
In addition, a variation of peak intensity over the testing cycles could be observed. More tests are needed
to determine whether there is a pattern in these changes, and what causes them. One interesting
observation made from these plots was that, frequently, different points in the strain cycle, at the same
strain, showed similar variation in peak intensity. For example, the variation in peak intensity for Fiber B
at 20% strain is approximately identical whether the state was reached by stretching from 10% strain, or
relaxing from 30% strain. Figure 15 shows, for both fibers, the variation in intensity of both peaks at 20%
strain across all cycles. The intensity variation plots are at least somewhat similar for nearly all such points.
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Figure 15: Peak intensity, over all deformation cycles, at 20% strain for Fiber A (left) and Fiber B (right).
The legend shows which plots are of values recorded after stretching from 10% strain, and which plots
are of values reached by relaxing from 30% strain.
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More experiments are also necessary to make accurate conclusions about peak wavelength variation over
many strain cycles. Fiber A experienced very little variation in its peak wavelengths, with peaks shifting
between two and five nm across 2500 cycles. Fiber B, however, experienced an almost constant increase
in peak wavelengths, including between runs of the stretching routine. It is hypothesized that some drift
in the spectrometer, or an anomaly in the light source and input, may be to blame.
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Figure 16: Peak wavelength, over all deformation cycles, at 20% strain for Fiber A (left) and Fiber B
(right). The legend shows which plots are of values recorded after stretching from 10% strain, and which
plots are of values reached by relaxing from 30% strain.
The most important characteristics of the fibers, with respect to application scenarios, are their
wavelength shift in response to strain and their consistency in reflection peak intensity. Ideally, the straininduced reflection peak wavelength shift is reversible, repeatable, and significant over the desired range
of strains to be detected. Fiber A showed a wavelength shift, in its first (lower wavelength) peak, of
approximately 20 nm for every 10% strain the fiber was stretched or relaxed. The observed shifts of this
peak all had standard deviation of less than one nm over 2500 cycles. The higher wavelength peak shifted
28-32 nm per 0.1 strain, and varied more with cycling, with standard deviations up to 3 nm. The first peak
in Fiber B shifted by approximately 24 nm for every 10% strain applied over 5000 cycles (standard
deviations around one nm), while the second peak shifted 36-37 nm per 10% strain (standard deviation
one to two nm). There was an increase in the magnitude of the shift as the fiber was stretched and relaxed
so many times, but that only amounted to a change, for each strain step, of around two nm in the
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wavelength shift per 10% strain. There were also abrupt changes in wavelength shift between runs of the
experiment, as there had been in the peak reflection wavelengths. Once again, this may be due to some
repair or onset of defects in the fibers between cycles, or could be due to a consistent drift in some
component of the optical characterization setup. Figure 17 shows average spectra, and average peak
wavelength and intensity, for each strain state in the testing cycles. The aforementioned wavelength drift
in Fiber B led to the disparity between the average spectra and the average peak intensities, since the
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Figure 17: Plot of average spectra (circles with error bars denote average and standard deviation of
reflection peak wavelengths and intensities) at each strain state for Fiber A (left) and Fiber B (right). The
bottom plots are at zero strain, increasing by 10% strain each step to 40% strain (Fiber A) or 30% strain
(Fiber B), then returning back to zero strain. Spectra are offset by 0.5 for improved visual clarity. Spectral
values for Fiber A were averaged over 2500 cycles, while the spectra for Fiber B were averaged over 5000
cycles.
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average of many sharp peaks with dissimilar locations is a broader peak, centered on the average location,
which is less intense than any of those in the spectra it represents the mean of.
Over several thousand cycles, the fibers showed some variance in peak wavelength and intensity, and
smaller variations in the amount of wavelength shift between different states of strain. While these shifts
may be enough to derail certain, high-precision sensing applications, the shifts are not on a scale that
would disrupt the ability of the fibers to indicate, to a human observer, when a dangerous level of strain
has been reached in a material or device.

3.2.2 Full-Fiber Characterization
Detailed analysis of their uniformity has yielded some promising results regarding the fibers' potential for
use in a variety of applications, which indicate that the fibers would build a great platform for the
conception of sensing devices that rely on direct visual readout. Spectra were collected from 45 points
evenly distributed along Fiber A prior to deformation, and subsequently every 250 cycles thereafter. Over
5000 cycles of stretching and relaxation, with a maximum value of 30% true strain, the fiber remained
consistent in its response along its length. Average peak intensities were around 0.6, with standard
deviations across the fiber falling mostly between 0.11 and 0.19. Individual points on the fiber approached
1.0 for the first peak and 0.8 for the second peak. Standard deviation of wavelength over the 45 points on
the fiber, for each of the 525 strain states reached while going through the described strain cycles, was
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4 nm for the first peak, and 20

6 nm for the second peak.

These numbers demonstrate variation in wavelength along the fiber on the order of tens of nanometers,
which indicates that the observed color of the fiber would appear to be very consistent along its length.
Elimination of localized defects in the fiber cladding that arise from the incorporation of dust particles and
creases, which could be achieved in a vibration-isolated clean-room environment, would further improve
the uniformity of manufactured fibers. Reflection peaks from a small number of points that differed
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consistently by 50-100 nm from the spectral peak position of the majority of observed locations, as seen
in Figure 18, result from such localized defects. Defects are also evident in the intensity disparity between
points, but this variation does not impinge as much on the fibers' potential sensing functionality. The
intensity must simply be great enough for wavelength shifts to be detected, whether by collection of
spectral data or by observation with the human eye.
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Figure 18: An example of the varying reflection peaks across a fiber. The red traces represent the reflected
spectra from 45 separate points along the fiber at a particular strain, and the thick black curve is the
average spectrum across the fiber at that strain.

Summary
The comprehensive mechanical and optical characterization of two fiber samples for several thousand
deformation cycles indicates that the tunable elastic photonic fibers show a predictable, consistent, and
reversible optical response to longitudinal strain, even after being stretched and relaxed several thousand
times. The fibers' reflection peak wavelength varies linearly with applied strain. The wavelength shifts
caused by repeated strain show a standard deviation of less than 2.6 nm over 2500 to 5000 cycles. The
particular wavelengths of light reflected in response to particular strains vary more for a few points, but
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this variation appears to be at least partly due to suboptimal performance of components of the
characterization setup.
Minute forces are required to deform the fibers and change their color; this is an ideal quality for a strain
sensor, since it is undesirable for the measurement device to have an impact on the mechanical properties
of the surface it is affixed to. Hysteresis was observed in the mechanical response of the fibers, but this
effect was small and exceptionally consistent, which mitigates any undesired effect it may have on the
utility of the fibers.
Intensity of reflection peaks, which need to be strong enough to be able to detect wavelength shifts
corresponding to measured strain, varied significantly between the fibers, but showed consistency over
cycles of strain. Reflection peaks for different strain states of Fiber A had average intensities between 0.25
and 0.65, with standard deviations of 0.02 to 0.09 over 2500 cycles. Fiber B's average reflection peak
intensities varied between 0.74 and 0.96, and had standard deviations of 0.03 to 0.07 over 5000 cycles.
Reflection peak wavelengths were demonstrated to be consistent between points on a fiber, with
standard deviations typically falling between 12 and 26 nm. These values are also skewed by defects in
the fiber, which result in localized spots of significantly different color. Peak intensities tended to range
from 0.45 to 0.75, with other defects in the fiber also causing this fairly large variation.
A method of scaling has been proposed and, on small scales and with partial components, has shown
great promise for realizing the manufacture of elastic photonic fibers on a meter or kilometer scale. Once
scaled manufacturing is realized, it will also be necessary to develop control of the process, to be able to
produce fibers with application-specific elasticity, initial color, uniformity, reflection intensity, etc.
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Outlook
In addition to responding to longitudinal deformation, the fibers have demonstrated a capacity to vary
their appearance due to lateral compression and exposure to solvent vapors. A quantitative assessment
of this behavior will allow us to gauge the versatility of the fibers for various sensing applications. The
incorporation of additional or alternative materials into the fiber design would allow for the creation of
photonic fibers that respond to temperature, electric and magnetic fields, humidity, and other stimuli.
Alteration of core material and diameter would allow for tuning of the fibers to particular force ranges,
for different applications.
Many interesting avenues for the fundamental characterization and the optimization of the mechanoresponsive photonic fibers for specific applications remain to be pursued. On the technical side, several
improvements can be envisioned for the custom-made fiber characterization setup, with the aim to isolate
and correct potential sources of drift in the fiber properties discovered during detailed analysis of the first
sets of cyclic fiber deformation data. This could be autonomously accomplished by recapturing the dark
spectrum and reference of the spectrometer and re-zeroing the force gauge between experiments,
altering the spatial orientation of the setup so the readings of the force gauge are not biased by weight
and potential friction of fiber-holding chuck on the force gauge housing, and carefully mapping any
potential hysteretic behavior in the deformation-inducing translation stage. This will provide clarity as to
whether the subtle hysteretic behavior observed currently in the data is due to imperfections in the
characterization setup, or due to intrinsic properties of the fibers themselves. In addition, novel tailormade devices will allow for the characterization of the fibers' response to other external stimuli, including
lateral compression and controlled solvent vapor exposure. A very interesting experiment would consist
of sending light through multilayer-clad fibers with a transparent or hollow core, to investigate the
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variation of light guiding and filtering characteristics as a function of applied mechanical or chemical
stimuli. This should enable us to explore the fibers' potential for very high-resolution sensing scenarios.

In addition to characterizing the optical and mechanical responses of the fibers to longitudinal elongation,
preliminary steps have been taken to assess the fibers' suitability for use in several potential applications,
such as their incorporation as visual stress and pressure indicators into compression bandages and sutures
used in robotic surgery. Compression bandages tend to be applied with inconsistent pressure, even by
trained

professionals,

largely
treatment

which

compromises

the

efficiency

and

prolongs treatment duration
[33].

Weaving

responsive

photonic fibers into bandages
used for compression therapy
Figure 19: Images of elastic photonicfibers woven into different
and joint support would allow types of bandages, which were then stretched. Note the observable
color change in the fibers.
for a simple way to indicate the
level of strain in the bandage to medical personnel and patients, which would significantly reduce the risk
of applying too much or too little pressure to the patient's limb or joint. Using the fibers as sutures, or
incorporating them as visual indicators in traditional suture materials, would allow for visual feedback
regarding the state of stress and strain in threads used to close incisions made in remote-control robotic
surgery. The surgeon, performing the operation via an electronic user-interface with complex joystick and
other controls, currently has no way of feeling how much tension they're putting in the thread, leading to
costly snaps of the sutures, or the loss of valuable time to tie excess knots throughout the procedure in
order to minimize the negative impacts of a potential thread break. Visual feedback provided by fiberbased indicators would provide crucial information to the surgeons, and allow them to operate as they
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would if they were present in the room with the patient, receiving direct force feedback through their
own hands.

Along with these coarse sensing applications, scaling up the manufacturing process would make the fibers
an attractive option for novel textiles. Such fabrics and other materials would have bright colors that
would not bleach upon exposure to the sun or detergents and the capacity to change color upon
deformation, both of which are very attractive properties to apparel manufacturers. In addition to scaling,
this application and others would also benefit from the development of a protective coating around the
fibers. Currently, the fibers lose much of their reflectivity, and often permanently change color, when they
are subjected to pressures that would be considered part of daily wear and tear in textiles and many
sensing applications. The ideal coating would be transparent and thin enough to avoid making the fibers
bulky, but thick enough to prevent extraneous interference coloration.

Once the foundation of the elastic photonic fibers is soundly established, additional materials and
morphologies can be investigated to expand the ways in which fibers can respond to stimuli, and the
sensitivity with which they respond. Most obviously, the determination of materials that have similar
optical properties to PDMS and PSPI, but with much higher elastic moduli, would allow the fiber
technology to be implemented in structural health monitoring and other low-strain applications. Cladding
materials more responsive to changes in temperature, humidity, electrical and magnetic fields, and other
stimuli would broaden the range of phenomena capable of being assessed with simple optical setups. The
variation of fiber core geometry and composition could yield intriguing effects as well; controlled
modifications in cross-sectional shape and area, absorbance, elasticity, and other core properties could
prove useful in particular applications.

One of the great utilities of the responsive elastic photonic fibers is their potential to be used in both fine
and coarse sensing. Initial results show that the fibers possess remarkable promise for being used to
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directly indicate approximate strain in a material to a human observer, and that they will likely excel in
fine sensing applications as well, under appropriate conditions. Scaling fiber manufacture, incorporating
fibers into various products and structures, and using alternative cladding and core materials and
morphologies will all serve to widen an already broad range of potential applications the fibers would be
well-suited to serving. Inspired by nature and using novel materials to combine desirable optical, chemical,
and mechanical properties, responsive elastic photonic fibers have great potential as a modern solution
to problems old and new.
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